
Une lanterne japonaise faite de bâtonnets
en lamelles
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Cette lanterne carrée style japonais - pour bougies chauffe-plat - est
faite de batônnets collés en lamelles décalées. L&#039;intérieur de la
lanterne est doublé avec du papier transparent qui crée une lumière
douce lorsque la lanterne est allumée. 

Comment faire

1.
Arrange two long lolly sticks  parallel with 8cm
inbetween. Apply a blob of glue in each end of
both lolly sticks.

2.
Attach a standard size lolly sticks across the top
of the two long lolly sticks.

3.
Place another lolly stick (same size as the
glued-on standard size lolly stick) next to the
glued-on lolly stick. This is used for measuring
the distance to the next standard size lolly stick.
There should be the width of a lolly stick
between each glued-on lolly stick. Continue this
process and attach every other lolly stick with
glue all the way along the long lolly sticks.
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4.
Remove all the lolly sticks that have not been
glued on and a slatted pattern appears. NB:
make four sides for the lantern by following the
procedure described in paragraph 1-3, making
two sides with nine lolly sticks across and two
sides with ten lolly sticks across. The slats can
then be connected into a square when
assembling the lantern.

5.
NB: The gluing of the two sides with ten lolly
sticks will start one lolly stick width further down
than the sides with nine lolly sticks.

6.
Measure the four sides of the lantern and draw
the measurements onto a piece of transparent
paper. Cut out. Apply a blob of glue in each of
the four corners on the four sides.

7.
Attach the transparent paper onto all four sides.

8.
Assemble the four sides of the latern by
connecting the slats of each of the four sides
into a square. You may need some glue.
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